Q: Can I name my estate as beneficiary?

Q: Can I name my employer as the beneficiary?

A: Naming an estate as beneficiary is sometimes done to

A: Most states do not allow an employee to name their

help pay estate taxes and other estate settlement costs. After
taxes and settlement costs, any remaining proceeds are then
distributed to heirs, according to the terms of your will. If you
don't have a will, state laws dictate how the life insurance
proceeds are distributed.

The disadvantage of naming an estate as the beneficiary is that
the life insurance proceeds may increase the amount of estate
taxes payable and may be subject to probate costs and creditor
claims. The estate will also need to be established prior to any
claims being paid.
Q: Can I name a will as the beneficiary?
A: If you name a will as the beneficiary, the will needs to

specifically state the insurance carrier's group life policy and
how the proceeds should be distributed. This is not advisable
- your employer may switch group life carriers from time
to time. A will may also need to go through probate (a
procedure in which a will is approved by a court of law) prior
to being validated.

employer as the beneficiary of group life insurance proceeds.
Q: Are group term life insurance proceeds taxable?

A: Group life insurance proceeds are generally not taxable to

the recipient (your beneficiary), regardless of the amount.
Interest on the amount payable to your beneficiary is the only
taxable portion.

Q: Can I name a charity as the beneficiary?
A: You may name a charitable organization that is not

your employer as a beneficiary. You will need to indicate
the name of the charitable organization, a contact for the
organization, the organization's tax identification number,
and the percentage of benefit that would be payable to
the organization.

Q: Can I name an irrevocable trust as beneficiary?
A: When an irrevocable trust is the named beneficiary,

proceeds are paid into the trust rather than your estate. If all
applicable estate tax rules are met, this can result in significant
estate tax savings for larger estates, since the proceeds are not
included in the taxable estate. Plus, when you establish the
trust, you determine how proceeds should be used.
The disadvantage is that you surrender control over the
trust and the policy, including the right to change the
beneficiary. Since the trust is irrevocable, it cannot be
altered once established.
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